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OF THE T H E S I S P R O J E C T 
Architecture always gets inspirations from nature, such as the structure of a shell 
and then nowadays, the contemporary facade design by Toyo I to (Tod's Building) 
and Eero Koivisto (Sfera Building). Their inspirations from nature are applied to 
different parts of building. "In fact, nature turns out to be an enormous wellspring 
of ideas."i I read an article called Nature's Design Workshop Engineers turn to biol-
ogy for inspiration recently, it mentions the range for the inspiration from nature 
is very wide and can be apply to different aspects, such as the infrared detectors 
and camera. So, by studying nature, new technology can be invented, and then by 
rethinking about the field of architecture, can new ideas be inspired too? 
Anne Underwood, Nature's Design VVoi bhop : Engineers i i i i n ro bioloav 
Branches 
TRUNK 
O N D I F F E R E N T L E V E L S OF S C A L E 
From the daily observation, I f ind that nature has different hierarchies in differ-
ent levels of scale. Take our human body as an example, we have foot and legs, 
palms and arms, and our head, these five parts are connected to the main body. 
These individual parts are different in form and structure, but they are all in one 
human body. So as the tree, there are trunk, branches and leaves (left pic). I 
found that it is fascinating as when you are climbing up a tree, your experience 
will be extremely extinguishable in these three different levels. 
Moreover, one of the most amazing things in nature is growth, which means 
form is keep on changing. From the Metamorphosis topic of arc2210 Compu-
ter aided architectural design course held by Prof. Vito Bertin, there is an image 
showing the proportion of human body changes according to the growth proc-
ess (top pic.). 
Anne Uiidei wood, Nature's Design Workshop: Engineers tui n to bioloav f o i inspii Kion, liru 
Buds sprouting in Golden algae, step by step, in such a 
fashion that the structure of the previous sta^e is always 
preserved 
O N D I F F E R E N T L E V E L S OF S C A L E 
And in The nature of order: an essay on the art of building and the nature of the universe 
written by Christopher W. J. Alexander, he has shown a lot of diagrams and images to 
illustrate the growth process in crystal, Golden algae, mushroom, etc. And he states that 
"the process of formation that occurs in nature - whether it happens in microseconds 
or over millions of years, whether it is large or small； whether it comes from organic or 
the inorganic world - is in every case smoothly structure - preserving"^ (left pic). And 
he discovers the appearance of fifteen properties appeared during the process, they 
are "Levels of Scale, Strong Centers, Boundaries, Alternating Repetition, Positives Space, 
Good Shapes, Local Symmetries, Gradients, Echoes, Roughness, Contrast, Deep Inter-
locking and Ambiguity, Simplicity and Inner Calm, The Void and Not-Separateness"l In 
each process, he has provided a lot of examples to illustrate his thinking and in all these 
process, living structure emerges slowly, steadily. 
Christopher W.丄 Alexande丨.The nature ot oider, p. 
Christophei W.丄 Alexander. 丁ht^  nature of oider, p. 







Fig. 139. (AAer Albrecht DOrcr.: 
Besides the different hierarchies exist in nature, there are variations in each levels of scale 
too. In On Growth and Form written by D'Arcy Thompson, he tries out many studies in 
human, fish and crustacea. And in the human studies, the "human figure, features, and 
facial expression are all transformed and modified by slight variations in the relative 
magnitude of the parts is admirably and copiously illustrated"* (top pic.) Then so as the 
tree, the trunk, the branching type and the leaf shape are varied in different kinds of tree. 
Even the same species, "it is difficult to find two identical trees."So variations exist in order 
to maintain the richness of nature, (left pic.) 
D'Arcy Went wor th Thompson, On orowth and foi m, 
_ m

Then I started to observe tree as the inspiration of design and attempted to 
design a residential building based on the observation. Consequently, I tried 
to look and analyses similar structure in a 3D object. And then I try to describe 
the fundamental structure of the tree and 3D object in computer with program-
ming language in CAD software. So, endless types of variation can be generated 
by changing the parameters, and in the same time, both issues can be describ-
ing the same structure of Form, Space and Order. 
The method that I use is to create a tool to generate designs. We can change the 
parameters to control the forms and spaces of the design. Although the result-
ing forms look like arbitrary, but they don't as they are within a certain range 
of randomness that I provided. So, we can control the final design by adjusting 
the parameters, either by selection of choices, switching on/off or changing the 
values within a range. 
Here I will separate my thesis into 2 parts, one is the Study of Nature, and the 
other one is the Exploration in 3D object. Both of them are work in pair and so 






















ON MODELING A TREES 
Through the observation and study, I develop the method to describe nature based on 
the hierarchy and variation. Then I try to model it by using programming language. I 
have look into some of the natural phenomena, and finally I choose TREE as my starting 
point. Actually there are some scientists and biologists also trying to use computer soft-
ware to model plants for further study. They even model a whole growing process for a 
specific type of plant (top pic). Since computer programming technique is an important 
issue and I know nothing it before, I think I am not able to do this thesis. However, the 
knowledge for tackling this problem is not the same level as a programmer. ArchiCAD 
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The sequence below is the actual process when I am modelling a tree (left pic). The 3 
levels of scale are maintained in the modelling sequence and variations can be created 
by changing the parameters. So, the individuality of a tree and the uniformity of a group 
of them can be generated. 
Observation - observe the nature and discover what are the characteristics and 
structure behind 
Description - try to interpret the observation graphically 
Formulation - describe the description by using simple programming language 
such as ArchiCAD 
Generation - generate the nature through programming 
Exploration - study the first generation again and vary some of the parameters 
for further exploration 
Observation - observe and compare the generation with nature to discover some 
rooms for improvements 
Refinement refine the model through the observation again 
O O L 









lineZ startx, starty, 




angleoelta = RND(l)*delta 
I F (RND(1)>0.5) THEN 
angleDelta = angleoelta-(-1) 
ENDIF 
halfLength = sqr((startx-endx)*(startx-endx)+ 
(starty-endy)*(starty-endy))*lengthRatio 
midx = (endx*(1-1engthRati o) + startx*(lengthRatio)) 
midy = (endy* (1-1 engthRati o) + starty-^^ (lengthRatio)) 
angFromXline=slopeAngle + (ang1e-angleDelta) * anticlockwise 
newx = midx + halfLength*cos(angFromXLi ne) 
newY = midy + hal f Length-'si n (angFromXLi ne) 
counter = counter-1 
CALL branchType PARAMETERS angle=angle, anti clockwi se-anti clock 
wise, startx=midx, starty=midy, endx=newx, endy=newY, 
counter=counter, s1opeAngle=angFromxline, delta=delta 
angleDelta = RND(l)*de1ta 
I F (RND(1)>0.5) THEN 
angleDelta = angleDelta*(-l) 
ENDIF 
angFromXli ne=slopeAngle + (angle-angleDelta) *anticlockwise*(-l) 
newx = endx + halfLength*cos(angFromXLine) 
newY = endy + halfLength*si n(angFromXLi ne) 
CALL branchType PARAMETERS angle=ang1e, anti clockwi se=anti clock 
wise, startx=endx, starty=endy, endx=newx, endy=newY, 
counter=counter, siopeAngle=angFromx1ine, delta=delta 
angleDelta = RND(l)*delta 
I F (RND(1)>0.5) THEN 
angleDelta = angleDe1ta*(-l) 
ENDIF 
angFromXline=slopeAngle + (angle-angleDelta) *anticlockwise 
newx = endx + hal fLength*cos(angFrotnXLi ne) 
newY = endy + halfLength*si n(angFromXLi ne) 
CALL branchType PARAMETERS angle=ang1e, anti c1ockwise=anti clock 
wise, startx=endx, starty=endy, endx=newx, endy=newY, 






CALL IX CALL 






’ CHANGING PARAMETER 
OF A TREE 
Here is part of the script that I have created to model a tree.They are all in text but actual-
ly the text can be generated as a tree. It is so interesting that the description in the script 
is the same as the graphic, so graphic and the text is inter-related. Also, the structure of 
different hierarchies in nature is also the structure for modelling a tree.The formula at the 
top is the main structure of the script. I am so fascinating as the script of the tree should 
base on that structure, otherwise it cannot form a tree. 
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ON MODELING A TREES 
Here is my first trial to model a tree, the tree on the left is a colour illustration of the 
branching, the same colour of branches are drawn by the same script, so when 丨 set up 
the branching layer as 6, the tree will be branched out 6 times. And I don't apply any ran-
domness into the tree at the first stage, I call it as "a Default Tree". From the observation, 
I have created 3 kinds of branching type, and I have applied these 3 kinds of branching 
into the trunk also, so I will have 9 types of "Default Trees" in total by different combina-
tions. The following pages are the illustration of the result on combining the 3 types of 
branches and trunks. 
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ON PROVIDING RANDOMNESS 
In the process of modelling, I should find out "what" and "how much". First I should find 
out what are the parameters that can change the gesture of tree into the other one. And 
there are 3 ways affecting the changing, they are (pic.9): 
Choices - there are a few choices for you to choose 
Switch - the related topic is either on or off 
Range - the certain range of that topic can be varied 
Just take tree as an example; the trees that I have generated contain a lot of parameters, 
which most of them are changeable. First of all, I have provided a few choices of trunks 
and branches so that many different combinations can be generated. And then for the 
leaves layer, I can switch it on or off so that only branches can be shown sometime. Fur-
thermore, there are a lot of issues can be varied within certain range, such as the incli-
nation, the length ratio, the division ratio and the leaf size. If all the issues above have 
been taken into account, trees that are generated by the same formulation can be looked 
totally different from each other because of the variation in the parameters. Then, I try 
to discover how much does that parameter affect the tree and then try to push it to the 
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trunk branches basic type 
f v 
random in branches 
i nclination 
random in branches 
divisi on 
random in branches 
length ratio 
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trunk branches basic type 
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random in branches 
inclination 
random in branches 
divisi on 
random in branches random in branches 
length ratio length ratio 
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ON RANDOMNESS APPROACH 
As discussed before, tree has different hierarchies and so randomness can be applied to 
different hierarchies also. As I have applied to trunk and branches in the previous stag-
es, now I would like to apply the same method in modelling leaves. In The Algorithmic 
Beauty of Plants written by Przemyslaw Prusinkiewicz and Aristid Lindenmayer, they also 
carry out a lot of study in leaf form and the growth process, (top pic.) As my main focus is 
on architecture, I just model some of the variations and I think I could have more if I have 
more time to explore. 
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ON MODEL ING OF TREES Compare to the tree that I generate with those in The Algorithmic Beauty of Plants, it 
looks like graphic illustrations, and there is still a lot of aspects, such as leaf shape (top 
pic.) and thickness of branches, waiting for me to explore. However, I am not going to 
model a tree so that it looks real, my approach of modeling of tree is for the understand-
ing of the hierarchies and variations in nature. And then I will apply the same structure 
into architecture. So, once I know more in the study of nature, I will pay more focus in the 
exploration in architecture. 
T R U N K 





+ MORE THAN 3 OPTIONS 
+ CURVATURE 
+ THINKNESS 
+ 3D BRANCHING 
L E A V E S 
+ AS DOMINANT LAYER 
+ MORE CHOICES 
The list on the left is the exploration area on a tree. As my architecture is more important, 
once I get some idea in the tree, I will start the architecture study together with the tree 
study. As I have a preliminary idea on the difference in hierarchies, I am now trying to ap-
ply that into architecture, but 丨 still setting out some of the issues that I can explore in the 




Here I would like to show the result of my tree study. From the script that I have created； 
it can generate a lot of trees with different gestures, but they all are in the same structure. 





layers of branches 6 
branch inclination 25 
inclination on trunk on 
random branches inclination on 
inclination difference 10 
random branches division ratio on 
division ratio within 0.5 
random branches length ratio on 
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layers of branches 6 
branch inclination 25 
inclination on trunk on 
random branches inclination on 
inclination difference 10 
random branches division ratio on 
division ratio within 0. 5 
random branches length ratio on 
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BY UNDERSTANDING THE STRUCTURE BEHIND 
First of all, the different scales of readings cannot only be found in nature, but 
it also can be found in building. I discover that actually a building consists of 
many units, units form floors, floors form the whole tower, and then tower forms 
a group of towers. So, by the same logic of thinking, the richness in nature can 
also be maintained in architecture too. The painting on the left is drawn by Mr 
Yau Wan-kei, it is a combination of many old building facade. I find that it is so 
fascinating as when you see this image from a distance, you can see the facade 
is formed by different kinds of block. When you have a closer look, actually the 
windows of each flats are different within the same block. So it forms a richness 
in the facade, which is not just a repetition of the units. 
,Yau Wan-kei', Old Building, 2005 
國 _ 
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OF THE BUILDING FACADE 
From the study of the old building facade, a units repeating itself becomes a 
block, and then repeating a block becomes a whole facade. Actually this struc-
ture is also the same as the script. This case is the same as the tree too. The real 
structure is the same as the virtual one in the computer. So when I try to write 
the script out, I think deeply in how a block is formed, how a facade, and try to 
imagine the process of building up a block. Then it will be easier to write the 
script out, as it is reflecting the real situation. The following pages is the result of 
my script By adjusting the value of the parameters on the right, different kinds 







no. of building block 50 
no. of floor 20 
initial height of the flat 3m 
initial width of the flat 5m 
window horizontal position Im 
window vertical position 1.2m 
nos of window type 5 
random in building width on 
random in building height on 
random in floor on 
random in window type on 
random in window size on 
random in window location on 
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shifting operation 
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OF A BLOCK 
Here I try to use my year 3 project as my exploration. The photo at the top is my 
concept model. It is a 20 storey high residential building. My design approach 
is to use 3 L-shape flat unit, together with a L-shape lift lobby at the center, to 
form a building. As one of the flat is a duplex unit, so two floors will become a 
module, repeating to form a block. The diagram is my concept idea of the whole 
tower, I treat the whole tower as a block, and by applying some cutting surfaces 
into it, void space is created by shifting the parts. Then a solid and void space 
will be created within the tower. 
94 
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tower = duplex floors<~> floor<~> flat 
95 
From a different point of view, I have created another kind of observation to 
my year 3 project. Based on the same conceptual model, the diagram on the 
left is the illustration of the different hierarchies within the block. They are all 
happened in different layers but within the same block, which is similar to the 
tree, every parts have its own variation but they all can be find in a tree. So the 
structure of the block will be similar to the formula at the top, every layer is inter-
related to the others. 
description 
f. natHei=fUtHei. lowSLen=lowSLenl, 
intX=intXl.intefX=intefXl.i 
intY=intYl,intefy=lntefY1,planCut=pUnCut 
SMat=SMat VMat=VMat inS=inS, intefS=interS, 









ON MODELL ING A BLOCK 
Then, after observing the model in different hierarchies, I try to model a 3D ob-
ject as a trial, the process is similar to that of a tree (left pic), which is also con-
sisted of different levels of scale, and then variations can be created by chang-
ing the parameters. However, there are no existing objects for comparison, so I 
should design its form and structure first. Moreover, the considerations in this 





generate tower based on yr 3 project 
2006.10.23 hi 
！ for duplex floor 
IF rans = 1 THEN 
interx = interx - iNT(rnd(iNT((interx 
interY = interY - lNT(rnd(lNT((interY 
ENDIF 
"1 en 500)/I en 500) )) en 500 
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length is 2000 and extend in 500 interival 









IF lowSLen >= lowLLen - lenSOO THEN 
lowSLen = lowLLen 
ENDIF 
IF midswid >= midLWid - len500 THEN 






numOfDel = 0 
REPEAT 
CALL 'floor4' PARAMETERS bl dgwi d=bldgwid, bldgLen=bldgLen, startx=startx, 
starty=starty, flatHei=flatHei, lowSLen=lowSLen, lowLLen=lowLLen, midSLen=midSLen, 
midswi d=midswi d, midLWid=midLWid， 
intY=intY, interY=interY, Horwall: 
outwal1=outWal1, outline=outline, 
SMateri al=SMateri al 
ADDZ flatHei 
numOfDel = numOfDel + 1 
i = i+ l 
UNTIL i >groupLayer 
DEL (0) 
intx=intx, interx=interx, ranD=ranD, rans=rans, 
:Horwall, verwall=verwall, cutwal1=cutwal1, 
penL=penL, lMaterial=lMaterial, RMaterial=RMaterial 
END 
CALL CALL 










OF A BLOCK 
Here is part of the script that I have created to model a block. It is similar to the structure 
of a tree, the text can be generated as a block. It is so interesting that the description in 
the script is the same as the graphic, so graphic and the text is inter-related. Also, the 
structure of different hierarchies in a block is also the structure for modelling. The for-
mula at the top is the main structure of the script. 
of p a c k a g i n g 
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ON DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SCALES 
In this 3D object, randomness is not limited as there is no existing fact to compare. So, 
the exploration is based on spatial consideration only. And variation is provided in the 
same 3 ways as in the modelling of tree, which are choice, switch and range, (left pic.) For 
example, as I choose Shifting as my design concept, here I try to vary the shifting distance 
and direction, proportion of the plan, packaging of floors, and next step I try to change 
the interpretation of the model by the selection of walls. 
102 
building width 12m 
building "length 14m 
building height 3m 
length of flatA (right) 4m 
length of flatA (left) 7m 
length of flatB (left) 4m 
width of flatB (lower) 5m 
width of flatB (upper) 7m 
no. of floor 12 
no. of packaging floors 2 
rotation of floor off 
shifting horizontally on 
shifting horizontal distance 4m 
shift"!ng vertically on 
shifting vertical distance 3m 
random shifting distance on 











. . i n , shifting in one shifting in two • . • • … random in 
original block direction directions random in shifting flat divisions 






b u i l d i n g w i d t h 12m 
b u i l d i n g l e n g t h 14m 
b u i l d i n g h e i g h t 3m 
l e n g t h o f f l a t A ( r i g h t ) 4m 
l e n g t h o f f l a t A ( l e f t ) 7m 
l e n g t h o f f l a t B ( l e f t ) 4m 
width of f l a t B (lower) 5m 
width of flatB (upper) 7m 
no. of floor 12 
no. of packaging floors 3 
rotation of floor on 
shifting horizontally on 
shifting horizontal distance 2m 
s h i f t i n g v e r t i c a l l y on 
shifting vertical distance 2m 
random shifting distance on 
random division of flats on 
1 
packing of floors 
shifting in ( 
directi on 
shifting in two 
di rections random in shifting 
random in 
flat divisions 
operation - rotate 180 
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f I r M 
length ： width 4:1 
no. of floor 12 
no. of packaging floors 4 
rotation of floor on 
degree of rotation 90 
shifting horizontally on 
shifting horizontal distance 2m 
shifting vertically on 
shifting vertical di stance 2m 
random shifting di stance on 
random division of flats on 
show vertical walls only on 
109 
same settings, different pi an 
1:2 
length ： width 
no. of floor 
no. of packaging floors 
rotation of floor 









shifting horizontal distance 2m 
shifting vertically on 
shifting vertical distance 2m 
random shifting distance on 
random division of flats on 
show random choices of wall on 
same settings, different plan 
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ON SHIFTING EXTERNALLY OR INTERNALLY AND MATERIALIZATION 
Since in the previous trial I try to shift the flats outwards in order to keep continuity of 
the central core, here 丨 try to keep the shape of the object as a cube by shifting internally. 
Then I try to add another space defining elements into the model. By applying different 
materials into the model, the expression will be emphasized. 
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solid and void materialization 
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s o l i d and v o i d m a t e r i a l i z a t i o n 
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rooms ~ > wal ls random in d i v i s i on of flats random in internal sh i f t i ng 
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sh i f ted space internal s h i f t i ng 
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or ig ina l block inserted rooms 
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space of inserted blocks 
space of internal s h i f t -
ing and inserted blocks 
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+ VERTICAL CIRCULATION 
+ VERTICAL CONNECTION OF PIPE 
+ GROUND LEVEL CONFIGURATION 
GROUPING 
+ ARRANGEMENT OF BLOCKS 
+ COURTYARD 
+ GROUND LEVEL CONFIGURATION 
+ SURROUNDING CONSIDERATION 
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ON THE PROJECT 
Since the 3D object that I have created cannot fulfil all the requirements of a 
residential building, so I would like to use the same thinking and method to de-
sign a residential building in the next semester. Randomness could be maintain 
in the spatial preception of a building in different levels of scale. 

149 
Occasionally, I f ind that in the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and 
Preservation (GSAPP) of Columbia University, there is a course called Algorith-
mic Architecture. And in the final project of this course is called" Architectural 
Organism'.'And it stated thaf'an'architectural organism'is a self-referential script 
capable of generating an architectural form that adapts to context and shift-
ing design parameters.This script is the embodiment of a design methodology 
or thought process.The term 'organism' implies that this script is able to intel-
ligently adapt its form making in much the same manner as an organism grows. 
It must adapt to its environment and rely in part on chance"^ And the website 
has provided some illustrations of organic growth that "illustrate the potential 
of organic growth as a design model,as well as an assortment of example scripts 
that present one method of creating the 'architectural organism' of the city." ^ I 
am glad to see that some of the architectural schools also try to use program-
ming method to generate design based on the inspiration of nature. 
2. ht.t.p://wwvv,3ich.«)lumbin.eciu/DDb'CHd/A4667/「ill(.”.V 











Since I am still far away from the goal of designing a residential building, so 
besides the exploration in the computer programming, I also try to search some 
ideas in the residential building, which suit my topic of "Individuality/Uniform-
ity" And I find that in Towards a New Architecture written by Le Corbusier in 
1923, a chapter called "Mass-Production Houses" contains some interesting is-
sues which are similar to my thinking. It says that "Mass-production is based on 
analysis and exper iment " and "the actual needs of the dwelling can be formu-
lated and demand their solution [...] We must look upon the house as a ma-
chine for living in or as a t o o l ” and so there is "some sort of link between the 
rich man's house and the poor man's and some sort of decency in the rich man's 
dwelling" I think it is true, when the space of a flat has been analyzed and there 
must be some rules to follow. And also, the rules of a rich man's house are similar 
to that of a poor man's house; the difference is the dimension only. 

Le Corbusier also mentions that the mass-production houses are fast in con-
struction and use one type of labour only. And in "further gain, of the great-
est importance, is architectural unity, and by means of the module, or unit 
of measurement, good proportion is assured automatically" \ It seems that 
individuality is not maintained in Le Corbusier thinking, actually it does not. 
He says that "unity in the constructional elements is a guarantee of beauty. A 
housing scheme affords the variety necessary for architectural composition 
and lends itself to design on a large scale and to real architectural rhythms. A 
well-mapped-out scheme, constructed on a mass- production basis, can give 
a feeling of clam, order and neatness, and inevitably impose discipline on the 
inhabitants"8 .Therefore,"Mass-production is not an obstacle to Architecture. 
On the contrary, it brings unity and perfection in detail and offers variety in the 
mass" ^  .And that is also what I want to achieve. 
From Towards a New Architecture, I discover that the idea of individuality and 
uniformity exist worldwide for many years, why there are still many identical 
towers in Hong Kong? Their differences are colour, location and name only, 
but not spatial issues. Besides, the mass-production method in Hong Kong 
is achieved by prefabrication, which means just few type of modules can be 
repeated to form a building. Some office towers and factories also apply this 
construction method in order to save time and money. In this situation, uni-
formity is achieved but individuality is disappeared as all modules are all the 
same. So, I would like to introduce my method of thinking, as I think space can 
be formulated by the use of computer and also variations can be introduced 
into it too. Just take residential building type as an example.The dimension, 
rooms' locations and lighting of a flat have certain standards in order to be 
habitable comfortably. So, through the understanding of the structure and 
organization of residential buildings, I would like to design an instruction in 
order to generate them through some variations in different levels of scale. So, 
there will be some buildings, which they look similar to each other, but actu-
ally they are different and so each of them has its own individuality but form 
a uniform atmosphere among all of them. And so, the richness in nature can 
also be found in architecture too. 
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Sui Wo Court 
Hong Kong 
P&T Group 
• Uberbauung Rontgenareal, Zurich 
isa Sturm+ Urs Wolf 
Wohnuberbauung Balance 
Melchrutistrasse, Walliselten 









































































































































































































































IsA STURM + URS W O L F 
The Rontgenareal development is consisted of nine identical residential cubes. 
The architects developed multiple potential apartment floor plans, from an un-
defined floor plan, which is consisted of a single large living and working space, 
to a plan where the clean, large living room space serves as distribution zone, 
where other rooms open onto i t The structure of this development is independ-
ent from the flats as all the internal dividing walls are not load-bearing, which 
allow further modification of the space. And the balcony wrapping around the 
entire apartment extends the space from inside to outside. I f ind that the plan of 
this building is very interesting as the owner can create his living style, and the 
space is created by layers and which is similar to my design thinking. However, 
such a beautiful floor plan does not exist as the execution was handed over to 
the contractors, who realised the individual buildings in the complex wi th con-
ventional floor plans. 

flat a spatial layout 
f lat b 
f l a t c 
f l a t d 
U b e r b a u u n g Rontgenareal , Zur ich 
Isa Sturm + Urs Wol f 
floor 1 
f loor 2 
f loor 3 
f l o o r 4 
f loor 5 
f loor 6 
f loor 7 
H flats st ruc ture staircase balcony l i f t duc t 
1 
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After studying the organization of the floor plan, I try to create a script to ex-
plore it more, the model on the left is my generation, it is a quick sketch of the 
model and following page will show my interpretation of the floor plan. In the 
Rontgenareal development, the toilet is fixed in one position and here I try to 
provide one more choice of location, in order to explore the possibility of having 
a rich floor and useful floor plan. 
extention / reduction of space 
curtain wall locations toilet locations 





toi let locations kitchen locations curtain wall locations 
extention / reduction of space toilet at a side kitchen at two sides 
_ 一 通 — 
U 

Here I try to compare my model with the real situation, but as my model is just a 
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DIENER UND MULLER ARCHITEKTEN From the view and facade of the WohnCiberbauung Balance development, it is 
similar to the Rontgenareal, as they both have balcony wrapping around. How-
ever, WohnCiberbauung Balance is in a smaller scale as one floor is equals to one 
flat, but there are 4 to 6 flats per floor in Rontgenareal case. In the WohnCiberbau-
ung Balance, the toilet and kitchen form a main structure core of the building, so 
the serves core is fix but all the space leaves are free to use. So, in Rontgenareal, 
I try to study it in the floor level and in Wohnuberbauung Balance, I just focus 
on the flat level. 

flat a —spatial layout 
flat b 
natc 





f l oo rs 
Wohni iberbauung Balance, Meichrutistrasse, Wallisellen 





1 M6gliche Wohnungstrennung 
2 Mogliche Zimmerunterteilung 
3 Kdchenstandorte 
4 Schrankwand 
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Master Layout Plan 
1. Apartment Building 





7. Youth Centre 
8. Shops 
9. Restaurant 
10. Play Area 
11. Pedestrian footbridge 
12. Bus Bay 
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P & T GROUP 
Besides the study of the foreign example, I also take the Hong Kong example. 
Once when I draw out the hierarchy of the Sui Wo Court (in the fol lowing page), 
I f ind that the structure of the levels is different from the previous two, Sui Wo 
Court is concentrated on the site or tower level, the composition of towers group 
and the complex, then to the tower and open space, and further to the tower it-
self, which is not related to the individual f la t So, different hierarchies do exist in 
every buildings, but their design can be just concentrated on one or two levels 
only. Then, when I apply the idea of the Rontgenareal to Sui Wo Court, I f ind that 
I can't study further as the whole building look strange, and so the identification 
of the hierarchy for design is important as it may come out wi th different results, 
but still can be read as a kind of variations. 
level of cluster of bui ld ings 
tower group 1 
tower g roup 
tower g roup 3 
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Gberbauung Rontgenareal, Zurich 
Isa Sturm + Urs Wolf 
Wohnuberbauung Balance 
Melchrutistrasse, Wallisellen 
Diener und Muller Architekten 
site next to a station 
fixed orientation 
sit next to a flat land 
3 types of orientations 
beam and column structure 
circulation at the center 
fixed lift lobby location 
random no. of flats in each floors 
central core structure 
circulation at a side 
fixed lift lobby location 
random no. of flats in each floors 
188 
free spatial arrangement 
fixed toilet 
random kitchen location 
fixed balcony size 
fixed floor height 
free spatial arrangement 
fixed toilet 
fixed kitchen 
fixed balcony size 













site : not yet defined 
provide types of orientations 
beam and column structure 
circulation at the center 
provide types in lift lobby location 
provide freedom in no. of flats per floors 
provide freedom in spatial arrangement 
provide choices of toilet locations 
provide choices of kitchen locations 
allow extention of balcony 








Tree Hierarchy Structure 
1 9 2 
193 
By using the same structure in the case study to explain the levels of a tree, I f ind 
that tree has a clear structure, like a step-by step instruction, one level follows 
the other one, and finally they all stop at leaves. In building, however, the lev-
els are interrelated and sometime it may relate to the information of the earlier 
levels. That makes the structure look different from the tree diagram, which is 
straight forward and all come to the last level. 


One de-SCRlPT-ion GENERATES Many FORMS 
Part / whole Re la t ionsh ip (Hierarchy of Levels ) 
v a r i a t i o n s i n the Hierarchy of Levels 
tower 
-varies in number of floor 
floor 
-varies in number of flat 
-van"es single storey / double storey 
- w i t h / without open space 




-varies in number of toilet and room 
- w i t h / without balcony 
-different choice of position of 
toilet， kitchen and room 
room 
-varies in dimension 
- h a s different definitions 
197 
kitchen 
-varies in dimension 
- h a s different definitions 
From the design of a tree, I discover that once you can describe something in 
script, you can create many variations. First of all, I should study the hierarchy of 
the building, which is much more complicated than the tree, as the levels will 
be interrelated.The items in black are the levels and those in grey are variations 
that I have created in the exploration. 
ELEMENTS 
- S H A P E 
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1 1 BLK_A:1:-1:0«.589007 FL4BLK^A. 
1 1 BLK_B:l:O:0K).0144353 FL4BLK_B 
1 1 BLK_C:1:1:0:0.986969 FL4BLK_C 










OF THE THESIS PROJECT 
From the generation of a tree, I have developed a idea of creating "one descrip-
t ion" which can generate "many forms'' And now I would like to introduce it into 
architectural point of view. I use a residential building as my target of explora-
tion and the diagram above is the process of modelling. I first get this idea of the 
building and try to describe it in script and then I can get a 2D plan, 3D model 
and a text form description of the result. 
Pi 




S T A I R C A S E D U C T 
s i z e o f f l a t s ~®ciup 1 eX floor 
• b u i l d i n g f o o t p r i n t 
TX 
D I V I S I O N W A L L 
V 
S L A B 
Ik 
TXT aoL 
S T A I R 
duplex f loor•~ numbe • o f rooms 
room type 
R O O M 
Fill • — R 
T O I L E T K I T C H E N 
t o i 1 e t 1 o c a f i on 
number o f t o i 1 e t 
tchen 1 o c a t i on 
k i t chen t ype 
number o f f la ts 
open space 
F L O O R 
TXT 
Pi 
G L A S S 
cho i ce o f 
hav ing ba lcony 
B O O K S H E L F C A B I N E T 
b o o k s e l f s i z e 
number o f s h e l f 
c a b i n e t s i z e ' 
c a b i n e t h e i g h t . 
number 
of f l o o r s 
T O W E R 
in format ion flow 
file ca l1 s file 











：Open file : 
chl = OPtN 
"Sh^ '^ARA"! 0R= 








/e 厂v. f^  i te content 









(utop 二 1) —iHEN 
CALL "structure" PAR八MtrtRS CALL "duct" PAKAMtltRS ALL 









IN MODELLING A HABITABLE BUILDING 
ADDZ CnatHei+slab！hk 
tloorNurn 二 noo「f\Ufn 
(utop 二 I j •[ HtN 
C.\LL "struc rure" par八Mt「tR:^^ 
ADDZ ((TlatHe-i } + sl ab ] hk) 
PLACtGKOiJP "51 ah" 
The fi l ing system above is what I created in order to model a building； the files 
relationship are two types,one is "information f low", which means the two files 
will be combined as one in the next step, and the other types is called "file calls 
file" As the hierarchy is interrelated, some data in one file will be used by the 
other one. And the grey line is to show the variation provided in that layer.The 






THE SCRIPTING LOGIC 
Before I start creating the script of a tower, I have tried to model a slab build-
ing as a exploration. Since I don't have any background about programming, so 
what I know is just the basic language. So I try to take a slab building as my first 
step before modell ing a tower. 
fixed elements 
variable elements 
vary in location 
vary in its existence 
vary in dimension 
vary in number 
vary in types 
• • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
i 1 
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ON PART / W H O L E RELATIONSHIP 
205 
The chart on the fol lowing pages shows the hierarchy of a residential building, it 
is different from the tree as some layout will influence the other. In this hierarchy 
structure, there are fixed and variable elements. Variation can be obtained and 
the red line is the possible cases under each topics. 





S T R U C T U R E 
D U C T 
Strong / Hidden Expression of the 
Structure in Elevation 
D I V I S I O N W A L L 
Floor Number of Flats • 
- M i n . 4 F la ts 
- M a x . 8 F la ts 
Open Space for Two Floors 
of the Flats 
T O I L E T 
K I T C H E N 
Number of Toilets 
- M a x . 2 T o i l e t s 
Default / Random Choice of Position 
of Toilet 1 c r 
Proportion of Kitchen 
Default / Random Choice of Position 
of Kitchen 
Articulations of Kitchen 
- O p e n K i t c h e n 
- E n c l o s e d Ki t c h e n L n m • h p 
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wall 
S T A I R C A S E 
Proportion and Number of Rooms 
— M a x . 2 Rooms 
Default / Random Choice of Position 
of Room 
Articulations of Room 
- Wa11 
-Bookshe!f 
- C a b i n e t 
- C u r t a i n 
- C a r p e t 
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E N V I R O N M E N T A L 
P R O T E C T I O N 
Default / Random choice of Position 




Proportion of the Deduction of Slab 
Default / Random Choice of Position 
of the Deduction of Slab 
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WITH THE CASE STUDY 
The illustration one the left is the generation, which taking the same view as the 
above image of the Rontgenareal development As I have created a glass facade 
and some double storey cases, the horizontal expression is not as strong as the 
Rontgenareal. Beside, the balcony is created by the set back of the glass, so it 
randomly appears in the facade, but not wrapping around the building, so the 
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O N E DESCRIPTION 
The illustrations above are generated from the script, they are in pair or in a se-
quence to show the extreme case that I can create. So, in a residential building 
design, I can create both Repetition and Variation wi thout affecting the struc-
ture and pipe ducts of the building. Variation is provided in different scale and 
so it can generate many expressions by the combination of variations. 
NUMBER OF FLATS 
214 
k k \ \ 
：匆 
\ \ 1 
flats per floor 
k k \\ 
8 flats per floor 




flats without subdivision of space 
A k n s
 215 
flats with 1 or 2 rooms 
enclosed kitchens open kitchens 
rooms are surrounded by wall rooms are surrounded by bookshelf 
DEFINITION OF ROOMS AND KITCHENS IN PLAN 
n 
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HEIGHT OF SPACE 
217 
single storey double storey 
each floor has different floor plan 
REPETITION / VARIATION 
. " 令 ' 7 ” 錢 ， 〜 、 、 ‘ V ’ 气 
same floor pi an is repeated in each floor 
1 I I ； ^ F •； 、 ！ 丨 丨 h ^ 1 '1 
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EXPRESSION OF STRUCTURE AND DIVISION WALL 
220 
Structure and wall align with building 
221 
hidden structure and wall standing out structure and wall 
DEFINITION OF ROOM IN ELEVATION 
222 
wal 1 definition is repeated in each floor 








VARIATIONS IN INTERNAL SPACE 
224 
same flat in each floor has 
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I can create a number of variations based on the same settings, the results on 
the left is one of the example, they are all created from the same value of param-
eters. They look similar in a distant view, which form a uniformity among them-
selves, but actually they all have the individualities, which they have something 
different from each other. 
228 
IF you can DESCRIBE something in SCRIPT, 
you can CREATE many VARIATIONS out of it 
ON THE EXPLORATION PART 
in my exploration part, I try to imp1ement this idea to architecture, but I still 
have something not yet done because of the 1 imitation of time, if I have more 
time, I think I can achieve all the issue below. 
GIVE further adjustment of 
- t h e Proportion and Scale of the room 
- t h e number of rooms (more than 2 rooms) 
- t h e articulations of the division wall 
- the Design of Open Space 
- t h e Size of the Flat behind the Lift Core 
- t h e Configuration of the Large Flats 
ALLOW 
-Different Shapes and Proportion of the Building Plan 
-Choice of Generated Plan for Repetition 
229 
STUDY further in 
— t h e Design of the Environmental Protection and Balcony 
- t h e Openings of the Room 
- t h e Duplex F1 oor 
ON THE ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES 
When you make a design, such as a buiIding, a product or whatever, MUST have some-
thing to follow, so that the it can be used by people. They are not just the basic 
requirements, but also like an idea leading to the design. So, by understanding this 
"idea", different designs can be created. 
in architectural point of view, this "idea" is much more complicated as a building is 
consisted of many issues, which are usually interrelated to each other. So, by get-
ting a better understanding of each issue and also the relationship among the oth-
ers ,you can grip this "idea" to create many variations of design. Then, A building 
will be consi sted of different hierarchies or level s •interlocked together. scripting 
is good in implementing the "idea" into many van' at ions. And sometime you may gener-
ate a unexpected result, which may be better than what you have thought about. 
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